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The safety, immunogenicity, and efficacy of DNA and modified vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) prime-boost
regimes were assessed by using either thrombospondin-related adhesion protein (TRAP) with a multipleepitope string ME (ME-TRAP) or the circumsporozoite protein (CS) of Plasmodium falciparum. Sixteen healthy
subjects who never had malaria (malaria-naive subjects) received two priming vaccinations with DNA, followed
by one boosting immunization with MVA, with either ME-TRAP or CS as the antigen. Immunogenicity was
assessed by ex vivo gamma interferon (IFN-␥) enzyme-linked immunospot assay (ELISPOT) and antibody
assay. Two weeks after the final vaccination, the subjects underwent P. falciparum sporozoite challenge, with six
unvaccinated controls. The vaccines were well tolerated and immunogenic, with the DDM-ME TRAP regimen
producing stronger ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT responses than DDM-CS. One of eight subjects receiving the
DDM-ME TRAP regimen was completely protected against malaria challenge, with this group as a whole
showing significant delay to parasitemia compared to controls (P ⴝ 0.045). The peak ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT
response in this group correlated strongly with the number of days to parasitemia (P ⴝ 0.033). No protection
was observed in the DDM-CS group. Prime-boost vaccination with DNA and MVA encoding ME-TRAP but not
CS resulted in partial protection against P. falciparum sporozoite challenge in the present study.
gen, have been shown to induce enhanced and persistent levels
of CD8⫹ T cells and Th1-type CD4⫹ T cells, which are protective against murine models of malaria (25, 38, 41). This
approach has also been applied to animal models for a range of
intracellular diseases including human immunodeficiency virus
infection (1, 4, 21), Ebola virus infection (47), hepatitis B (33),
and tuberculosis (28). The aim of the present study was to
evaluate two DNA-MVA heterologous prime-boost regimens,
encoding either CS or TRAP.
A recent clinical trial (27) assessed a heterologous primeboost regimen in healthy human volunteers that have never
had malaria (malaria naive). Three sequential DNA priming
vaccinations, followed by two modified vaccinia virus Ankara
(MVA) boosting vaccinations encoding TRAP (DDDMM-ME
TRAP), induced high levels of T cells and subjects showed a
significant (P ⫽ 0.013) delay to parasitemia after experimental
sporozoite challenge with a different strain of P. falciparum
compared to subjects receiving homologous regimens and unvaccinated control subjects. Analysis of the immunogenicity
suggested an abbreviated regimen of two DNA-ME TRAP
vaccinations and one MVA-ME TRAP vaccination (DDM-ME
TRAP) would yield similar results, and this abbreviated regimen
was adopted as group 1 of the present study. Group 2 was an
identical regimen of two DNA priming vaccinations and one
MVA boost but encoding the CS antigen (DDM-CS).

Malaria remains one of the world’s major killers of children
(26), and a vaccine is urgently required. There are several lines
of evidence that implicate T cells in the control of pre-erythrocytic malaria infection in mice (18, 38) and humans (16, 17).
Recent years have seen the development of vaccine strategies
aiming to induce significant levels of cellular responses.
DNA vaccines alone have shown efficacy in both murine (15,
40) and nonhuman primate (6, 52) studies in controlling malaria, many other infectious diseases, cancers, and autoimmune
diseases (10). Clinical trials have confirmed the safety of DNA
vaccines used alone encoding either the pre-erythrocytic malaria circumsporozoite (CS) protein (13, 24) or the thrombospondin-related adhesion protein (TRAP) (30), but the
magnitude of the cellular response induced in humans by DNA
vaccines alone has been considerably lower than in animal
studies (52, 53) and insufficient to be protective against experimental malaria challenge. Heterologous prime-boost immunization strategies, using sequential administration of different
antigen delivery systems encoding the same epitopes or anti-
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Healthy male and female volunteers aged 18 to 45 years were recruited from
the Oxford area and underwent medical screening as previously described (56).
Exclusion criteria included a prior history of malaria; immunosuppression; epilepsy; infection with hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, or human immunodeficiency virus; pregnancy; an anti-nuclear antibody titer of ⬎1:80; drug or alcohol
abuse; significant psychiatric disorder; or other significant illness. The study
received ethical approval from the Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee and
an Independent Local Safety Monitor was appointed in Oxford. The protocol for
the present study was also approved by the Naval Medical Research Center
(NMRC) Institutional Review Board and the U.S. Navy Surgeon General in
accordance with U.S. Navy regulations (SECNAVINST 3900.39B) and in compliance with all applicable U.S. Federal regulations governing the use of human
subjects. All subjects gave written, informed consent prior to participation. The
trial was conducted according to Good Clinical Practice, was externally monitored, and a clinical trial (DDX) application was reviewed by the UK Medicines
and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency. The primary endpoint of the study
was to assess whether vaccinated volunteers were protected wholly or partially
against malaria infection in a sporozoite challenge model, as determined by the
number of subjects developing malaria infection and the time in days between
exposure and parasitemia as detected by thick-film blood smear and compared to
controls. Other trial endpoints included the safety and immunogenicity of the
vaccine regimens.
Sixteen subjects were enrolled into the vaccination study with an additional six
unvaccinated control subjects for the challenge study. Subjects were randomly
assigned to either group 1 or group 2 using a random-number program (Microsoft Excel software). Group 1 subjects (DDM-ME TRAP) received two intramuscular vaccinations of 2 mg of DNA-ME TRAP 1 month apart, followed by
one intradermal vaccination of 1.5 ⫻ 108 PFU MVA-ME TRAP 1 month later,
divided between three sites within a 5-cm radius. ME TRAP is a multiple epitope
string including 14 CD8⫹ T-cell epitopes, 1 CD4⫹ T-cell epitope, and 2 B-cell
epitopes from six pre-erythrocytic P. falciparum antigens fused to the N terminus
of TRAP as previously described (27). Group 2 subjects (DDM-CS) received two
intramuscular vaccinations of 2.5 mg of DNA-CS 1 month apart, followed by one
intradermal vaccination of 108 PFU MVA-CS 1 month later, divided between
two sites within a 5-cm radius. The DNA-CS was manufactured and supplied by
Vical, Inc., San Diego, CA, and has also been referred to as the PfCSP DNA
vaccine, as well as VCL-2510, in previous publications (12, 13, 24, 52–54). The
other vaccines were manufactured by contract manufacturers (DNA-ME TRAP
[QIAGEN, Germany] and MVA-ME TRAP and MVA-CS [IDT, Germany]).
The two MVA vaccines and DNA-ME TRAP were developed by Oxford University; DNA-CS was codeveloped by the U.S. Navy and Vical, Inc. The vaccines
were stored at ⫺20°C and allowed to thaw prior to administration. All vaccinations were administered to the nondominant arm on days 0, 28, and 56.

Each subject was observed for at least 30 min after vaccination and underwent
clinical review 2, 7, and 28 days after each vaccination in order to report solicited
and unsolicited adverse events. Up to 80 ml of blood was drawn at days 0, 7, 28,
35, 56, and 63, the day of challenge (day 70), the challenge day plus 7 days (i.e.,
day 77), day 86, and day 90 postchallenge (i.e., day 160 approximately) for full
blood count, biochemistry (renal and hepatic function), and immunogenicity
determinations. Anti-nuclear antibodies were measured at screening and at days
28, 56, and 86.
Immunogenicity analysis. Fresh ex vivo gamma interferon (IFN-␥) enzymelinked immunospot (ELISPOT) assays were performed as described elsewhere
(49). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were stimulated for 18 h with
pools of 15mer peptides for TRAP, the multiple epitope string (ME), and CS,
overlapping by 10 amino acids at concentrations of 25 g/ml per peptide. The
results were calculated as the average number of spots in the duplicate stimulant
wells (cells plus stimulant) minus the average number of spots in the duplicate
background wells (cells plus culture media) and expressed as spot-forming units
(SFU) per million PBMC. Cultured ELISPOT assays were performed as follows.
Frozen PBMC were thawed and stimulated with one pool of 57 TRAP peptides
(group 1) or 48 CS peptides (group 2) for 10 days, after which an ELISPOT assay
against three pools of TRAP/CS was done in duplicate using 50,000 originally
cultured cells per well (20). Anti-TRAP and anti-CS repeat region R32LR (a
protein repeat-based molecule containing the sequence [NVDP(NANP)32]2)
antibody concentrations were measured by specific immunoglobulin G enzymelinked immunosorbent assay to recombinant CS or TRAP (kindly supplied by
GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals) protein and were expressed as a titer. Briefly,
serial threefold dilutions of serum were added to microtiter plates coated with
recombinant capture CS antigen at 10 g/ml, and bound antibodies were detected by using alkaline-phosphatase-conjugated antibodies specific for whole
human IgG (Pharmingen). The results were expressed as endpoint titers calculated by regression of the straight part of a curve of optical density versus serum
dilution to a cutoff of two standard deviations above background control values.
Preimmunization serum samples for each individual were used as the background control.
P. falciparum challenge. To assess the efficacy of the vaccines, the 16 vaccinated
subjects and 6 unvaccinated infectivity control subjects underwent experimental
challenge with P. falciparum at Imperial College, London, United Kingdom, 14 days
after the final vaccination. Laboratory-reared Anopheles stephensi mosquitoes
were infected with the chloroquine-sensitive 3D7 strain of P. falciparum parasites
in an adapted model (9) as described previously (27) to assess the efficacy of the
vaccines. From the evening of day 6 subjects attended clinic twice daily for a
review of symptoms, vital signs monitoring (pulse, blood pressure, and oral
temperature) and withdrawal of 3 ml of blood for thick film and PCR analysis.
Field’s stain films were examined immediately by experienced microscopists for
the appearance of parasitized erythrocytes. A total of 200 high-power fields were
examined before a subject was declared slide negative. Subjects who reached day
15 without blood film evidence of malaria infection were monitored daily until
day 21. All subjects were treated immediately with Riamet (artemether [20 mg],
lumefantrine [120 mg]; Novartis) upon diagnosis of malaria. Subjects returned to
clinic on two consecutive days for negative blood films posttreatment. Subjects
who reached day 21 without evidence of P. falciparum infection were considered
fully protected by the vaccines but received Riamet therapy to avoid continued
intensive follow-up. During the challenge follow-up period, blood samples were
analyzed by PCR in real time (the method of PCR detection of P. falciparum
parasites is discussed in detail elsewhere [5]), although the clinicians assessing
the subjects were blinded to the results.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis for the study was performed using
Microsoft Excel, SPSS for Windows 11.5, and Sigmaplot software. All data are
reported for the total cohort, except the immunogenicity data that are reported
for the total cohort without outliers, as defined by responses ⫾3 standard deviations from the mean of two replicates for that time point. Ex vivo IFN-␥
ELISPOT responses were expressed as geometric and arithmetic means and
were represented graphically. The significance of any changes in ex vivo IFN-␥
ELISPOT responses was assessed by paired Student t testing of log-transformed
data. Antibody responses were expressed as geometric mean titers relative to
baseline (day 0). Comparison of time point responses was accomplished by using
a paired Student t test of log-transformed data. The correlation between the ex
vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT response and the number of days to parasitemia was
analyzed by the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient with a two-tailed test of
significance. Vaccine efficacy was displayed by Kaplan-Meier analysis with the
statistical significance of any differences observed analyzed by the log-rank test.
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RTS,S/AS02A is a CS-based protein-in-adjuvant malaria
vaccine which protected 42% of malaria-naive human subjects
against sporozoite challenge (22) and 34% of semi-immune
adults against natural infection during 15 weeks follow-up (8).
More recently, it has shown efficacy against the first clinical
episode of malaria of 29.9% in children in Mozambique (3),
lasting at least 18 months (2). Other recent CS-based approaches include the development of a virus-like particle expressing CSP-derived B and T-cell epitopes (31), which has
entered clinical trials (32, 50), and heterologous prime-boost
strategies using RTS,S/AS02A as a boost following DNA (12,
54) or as a prime or boost with MVA (11) vaccines encoding
CS. Particulate vaccines generate high levels of antibodies to
the NANP repeat region of the CS, which may be their key
mechanism of action. Th1-type CD4⫹ T cells (23) and CS
peptide-specific CD8⫹ T cells detectable by intracellular staining (ICS) (48) are induced by RTS,S/AS02A, but the amount
and duration of protection may be increased by higher levels of
cellular immunity. We therefore sought to induce enhanced
levels of effector T cells to CS and then assess the efficacy
against sporozoite challenge in comparison to a similar regimen encoding TRAP.
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TABLE 1. Vaccine-related adverse events (events graded as “probably” or “definitely” related)
No. of events: type(s) of events
Group 1 ME TRAP (n ⫽ 8 for each dose)

Vaccine

Local
DNA-ME TRAP/DNA-CS
DNA-ME TRAP/DNA-CS
MVA-ME TRAP/MVA-CS

General

Six events: three redness
(1 to 4 mm); three pain;
one muscle fasciculation
Four events: three redness
(1 to 4 mm); two pain
Eight events: eight redness (28
to 94 mm 关six at grade 2兴);
eight induration (8 to 60 mm);
seven pain (two at grade 2)

None
None
Eight vaccine-related events:
three fevers (⬎37.5°C); six
feverishness (one at grade
2); seven malaise; two
arthralgia; four headache;
six myalgia; two nausea;
five fatigue

Local

General

Four events: two redness
(1 to 3 mm), one induration
(2 mm); one pain
Three events: one redness
(1 mm); two pain
Eight events: eight redness (18 to
52 mm 关2 at grade 2兴); eight
induration (8 to 23 mm);
seven pain

Five events: one malaise;
one headache; two
myalgia; one diarrhea
None
Three vaccine-related
events: zero fevers
(⬎37.5°C); one
feverishness (at grade
2); two malaise; one
headache; three fatigue

All events are grade 1 (mild) unless otherwise stated.

RESULTS
Safety. All 16 subjects received the complete course of three
vaccinations, and the vaccines were shown to be safe and well
tolerated in the present study. Vaccine-related (graded by the
investigator as “probably” or “definitely” vaccine related) adverse events that were reported are shown in Table 1. No
serious or severe vaccine-related adverse events occurred. The
two DNA vaccines had a low incidence of side effects. Local
redness and induration were seen after all doses of the two
MVA vaccines. For general adverse events postvaccination,
symptoms judged to be vaccine related were reported by all
eight subjects receiving MVA-ME TRAP, including three
fevers (⬎37.5°C). The pain and general symptoms typically
resolved within 48 h and always within 7 days. At the final
follow-up visit approximately 14 weeks after the MVA vaccine,
seven of eight DDM-ME TRAP subjects reviewed had no
visible signs of vaccination, and the remaining subject had 1
mm of skin discoloration at the vaccination site. Of six DDM-CS
subjects reviewed 14 weeks after the MVA vaccine (two subjects were lost to final follow-up), four of six had no visible

signs of vaccination, and the remaining two subjects had 2 and
4 mm of skin discoloration at the vaccination site. There was
one grade 3 (severe) general adverse event during the study,
which was unrelated to vaccination (knee dislocation after a
fall). Minor unsolicited adverse events not considered related
to vaccination were common, including viral upper respiratory
tract and gastrointestinal infections, nonspecific headaches,
and fatigue.
In terms of hematological and biochemistry monitoring, one
subject had a low neutrophil count 7 days after receiving the
third vaccine, MVA-ME TRAP, that coincided with an influenza-like illness. The neutrophil count returned to the normal
range the following week, and this transient neutropenia was
judged to be related to a viral infection, which is a well-known
association (45). Four subjects had transient low platelet counts
during parasitemia, which is an established phenomenon (39).
One subject had abnormalities of liver function tests after
malaria infection which resolved on follow-up. Finally, two
subjects had raised anti-nuclear antibody level of 1:320 after
malaria infection (1:80 at screening, 1:160 at day 56 after two

TABLE 2. Ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT responses for DDM-ME TRAP and DDM-CS
Results for group 1
Time pointb

D0
D⫹7
D⫹28
DD⫹7
DD⫹28
DDM⫹7
DDMC
DDMC⫹7
DDMC⫹90

All peptides in vaccines
(ME ⫹ T996 TRAP)

Results for group 2
(all peptides in vaccines
关3D7 CS兴)

Challenge strain
(3D7 TRAP)

Vaccine strain (T996 TRAP)

AM

SEM

GM

AM

SEM

GM

AM

SEM

GM

AM

SEM

GM

17
25
12
32
25
609
323
120
19

6.7
6.1
3.7
11.6
14.8
174.5
96.2
44.0
9.2

10
17
8
19
6
423
190
47
10

11
19
8
24
15
428
240
90
16

4.1
3.8
2.0
9.3
10.6
138.0
83.0
33.7
8.1

8
14
6
9
2
294
120
37
8

23
23
16
62
18
376
171
74
14

12.3
5.4
4.0
19.6
10.5
146.8
54.4
20.8
7.3

8
18
13
37
8
211
88
39
5

55
38
24
14
27
99
129
60
14

19.7
15.6
8.4
5.6
5.7
35.8
39.4
23.7
4.8

21
22
6
4
23
54
79
32
10

a
The geometric mean (GM), arithmetic mean (AM), and standard error of the mean are shown for each time point in group 1 (DDM-ME TRAP) for all of the
peptides in the vaccine (multiple epitope string 关ME兴 and T996 TRAP), for T996 TRAP (vaccine strain), and for the 3D7 TRAP (challenge strain) and for each time
point in group 2 (DDM-CS) for the CS peptides.
b
D0 ⫽ day 0, D⫹7 ⫽ first DNA vaccination plus 7 days, D⫹28 ⫽ first DNA vaccination plus 28 days (same as the day of the second vaccination), DD⫹7 ⫽ second
DNA vaccination plus 7 days, DD⫹28 ⫽ second DNA vaccination plus 28 days (same as the day of the MVA vaccination), DDM⫹7 ⫽ MVA vaccination plus 7 days,
DDMC ⫽ day of challenge (same as the day of MVA vaccination plus 14 days), DDMC⫹7 ⫽ day of challenge plus 7 days, and DDMC⫹90 ⫽ day of challenge plus
90 days.
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FIG. 1. Geometric mean ex vivo ELISPOT responses to DDME-TRAP (A and B) and DDM-CS (C) for groups 1 and 2. Panel A shows the
geometric mean summed ex vivo ELISPOT responses, in SFC per million PBMC, to TRAP for group 1 subjects receiving DDM-ME TRAP. D0 ⫽
day 0, D⫹7 ⫽ first DNA vaccination plus 7 days, D⫹28 ⫽ first DNA vaccination plus 28 days (i.e., the day of the second vaccination), DD⫹7 ⫽
second DNA vaccination ⫹ 7 days, DD⫹28 ⫽ second DNA vaccination plus 28 days (i.e., the day of the MVA vaccination), DDM⫹7 ⫽ MVA
vaccination plus 7 days, DDMC ⫽ day of challenge (i.e., the day of the MVA vaccination plus 14 days), DDMC⫹7 ⫽ day of challenge plus 7 days,
and DDMC⫹90 ⫽ day of challenge plus 90 days. Error bars are one standard error of the mean.
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vaccinations but prior to challenge), which were down to 1:160
at the subsequent follow-up visit. This was not considered
clinically significant (19).
Immunogenicity. Effector T cells, as measured by ex vivo
IFN-␥ ELISPOT assay, were induced in subjects receiving both
vaccine regimens (Table 2 and Fig. 1). One subject from group
1 was excluded from the analysis because of an exceptionally
high background response at one time point. In group 1 subjects (DDM-ME TRAP, Fig. 1A), each of the two DNA-ME
TRAP doses induced only low levels of responses that were not
statistically significant from the baseline. A strong boosting
effect was seen, however, after the administration of MVA-ME
TRAP. Geometric mean total summed responses to the ME
and T996 TRAP pools prior to the MVA-ME TRAP boost
(DD⫹28) were 6 SFU/106 PBMC and rose to 423 SFU/106
PBMC after the boost (DDM⫹7, P ⫽ 0.003). Previous studies
have shown that MVA alone does not produce such high
responses (27). On the day of challenge 2 weeks after the
MVA-ME TRAP vaccination, the geometric mean responses
remained high at 190 SFU/106 PBMC. Comparison of peak
responses to the vaccine strain T996 of TRAP, and the heterologous challenge strain 3D7 of TRAP (Table 2 and Fig. 1A)
provides evidence of cross-reactivity. The responses to individual TRAP peptide pools at the DDM⫹7 time point were
spread across the four pools used, indicating a broad response
(Fig. 1B).
In group 2 (DDM-CS, Fig. 1C) administration of MVA-CS
is followed by an increase in mean summed ex vivo response to
CS, which did not reach statistical significance (the DD-CS⫹28

geometric mean total summed responses to CS peptides were
23 SFU/106 PBMC, rising to 54 SFU/106 PBMC at DDMCS⫹7 [P ⫽ 0.14]). On the day of challenge, the geometric
mean summed responses were higher at 79 SFU/106 PBMC,
which is significantly higher than preboost at DD-CS⫹28 (P ⫽
0.045). The responses to individual CS peptide pools at the
DDM⫹7 time point (not shown) were spread across the peptide pools with much lower responses to the heterologous 7G8
strain.
Unvaccinated control subjects showed geometric mean total
summed responses to ME and T996 TRAP peptides of 13, 36,
and 2 SFU/106 PBMC at the day-of-challenge, challenge-plus7-day, and challenge-plus-90-day time points, respectively, and
the geometric mean total summed responses to CS peptides of
33, 15, and 7 SFU/106 PBMC at the day-of-challenge, challenge-plus-7-day, and challenge-plus-90-day time points, respectively.
Cultured ELISPOT responses were present in some subjects
on the day of challenge and 90 days later and are shown in Fig.
2. Several subjects showed high levels of responses by cultured
IFN-␥ ELISPOT after vaccination with either regimen, a finding indicative of the presence of memory T cells. The greatest
response was seen for the day of challenge in subject 405, who
showed complete protection against parasitemia.
Levels of antibodies to TRAP and CS peptide pools for
groups 1 and 2, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3. Anti-TRAP
antibodies were induced in group 1 subjects 7 days after the
first vaccination (P ⫽ 0.01); the antibody levels appeared to
begin to increase further 2 weeks after the MVA-ME TRAP
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FIG. 2. Cultured ex vivo ELISPOT responses. Cultured ELISPOT responses in SFC per million PBMC are shown for each subject at day 0,
day of challenge (DOC; 14 days after final vaccination), and 90 days after challenge (C⫹90). Responses to TRAP (group 1 [A]) or to CS (group
2 [B]) were measured after a 9-day culture period. No data are shown for the following time points due the lack of samples for analysis: subject
392, C⫹90, subject 397, DOC and C⫹90; and subject 401, DOC. Error bars are one standard error of the mean.
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boost (DDMC) (although this did not reach statistical significance) and were still elevated 3 months after the final vaccination (DOC⫹90). The range of geometric mean titers at the
time point 14 days after the challenge, relative to day 0, for the
eight subjects receiving DDM-ME TRAP was 46 to 399.
Anti-CS antibodies were induced in group 2 subjects 7 days
after the first vaccination (P ⫽ 0.01) and were boosted by the
challenge (the geometric mean titers on the day of challenge
and 14 days later were 56 and 142, respectively [P ⫽ 0.05]). The
range of titers 14 days after the challenge for the eight subjects
receiving DDM-CS was 14 to 681. No such induction of anti-

bodies or boost by challenge was seen for the control subjects
(data not shown).
Protective efficacy. Parasitemia was detected in six of six
control subjects at a mean of 10.7 days (95% confidence interval [CI] ⫽ 9.3 to 12.1). Seven of eight group 1 “DDM-ME
TRAP” subjects tested positive at a mean of 11.8 days (95%
CI ⫽ 10.4 to 13.2). One subject (subject 405) reached day 21
without a diagnosis of malaria and was considered fully protected. In addition to having negative blood films, this subject
had consistently negative PCR assays and, interestingly, showed
the highest peak ex vivo ELISPOT response to ME and TRAP
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FIG. 3. Anti-TRAP and anti-CS antibody titers. The levels of anti-TRAP antibodies for group 1 subjects (A) and anti-CS repeat antibodies for
group 2 subjects (B) are shown and are expressed as geometric mean titers relative to day 0. D0 ⫽ day 0, D⫹7 ⫽ first DNA vaccination plus 7
days, D⫹28 ⫽ first DNA vaccination plus 28 days (i.e., the day of the second vaccination), DD⫹7 ⫽ second DNA vaccination plus 7 days, DD⫹28 ⫽
second DNA vaccination plus 28 days (i.e., the day of the MVA vaccination), DDM⫹7 ⫽ MVA vaccination plus 7 days, DDMC ⫽ day of challenge
(i.e., the day of the MVA vaccination plus 14 days), DDMC⫹7 ⫽ day of challenge plus 7 days, and DDMC⫹90 ⫽ day of challenge plus 90 days.
Error bars are one standard error of the mean.
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at 1496 SFC/106 PBMC, as well as the highest cultured ELISPOT response. There was a significant delay to parasitemia for
the DDM-ME TRAP subjects compared to control subjects
(P ⫽ 0.045 [log-rank test]). Eight of eight group 2 “DDMCS” subjects were diagnosed with malaria at a mean of 10.9
days (95% CI ⫽ 9.7 to 12.0). There was no significant difference between the DDM-CS group and the controls, thus
showing no evidence of efficacy for this regimen. The KaplanMeier survival plot for all subjects is shown in Fig. 4.
There was a significant correlation between the ex vivo
IFN-␥ ELISPOT responses for DDM-ME TRAP subjects and
the number of days to parasitemia as measured by Spearman’s
rank correlation (r ⫽ 0.793, two tailed, P ⫽ 0.033, Fig. 5). This
correlation was not seen for the DDM-CS subjects or the
control group. No correlation was seen between antibody
levels and time to parasitemia.
DISCUSSION
Aim. We sought to compare two well-described P. falciparum liver-stage specific antigens delivered by heterologous
prime-boost regimens. Protection against experimental malaria challenge and immunogenicity were assessed. The first
regimen, DDM-ME TRAP, has since been used in a semiimmune population in The Gambia (29) and is similar to a
regimen (DDDMM-ME TRAP) previously used in malarianaive subjects (27). The second is a new regimen assessing
prime-boost delivery of vaccines encoding the CS antigen.
Safety. The vaccines were safe and well tolerated. As shown
in previous studies in similar populations (13, 24, 30), few local
adverse events were reported after either the DNA-ME TRAP

FIG. 5. Correlation between ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT responses at
DDM⫹7 and days to parasitemia for group 1 (DDM-ME TRAP). The
summed ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT response to ME TRAP 7 days after
the final vaccination (DDM⫹7) for each group 1 subject correlates
with the number of days to parasitemia as measured by Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient (r ⫽ 0.793, two tailed, P ⫽ 0.033). One
subject had been excluded from all immunogenicity analysis because of
a very high background at one time point.

or the DNA-CS vaccines. Any solicited general adverse events
reported were assessed by the investigator as being only “possibly” related, at maximum. After administration of MVA-ME
TRAP or MVA-CS, local redness, induration, and pain, as well
as systemic symptoms, were reported. The general symptoms
were typically mild and short-lived. The spectrum of symptoms
seen was similar to our previous experience with poxvirus vaccines (11, 30, 51, 56).
Immunogenicity. Strong effector T-cell responses, as measured by ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT assay, were induced by the
DDM-ME TRAP regimen, with a marked boost effect after
the MVA vaccination. The strain of P. falciparum used for
challenge, 3D7, differs in amino acid sequence from the strain
used for the vaccines, T996, by 6.1%, which is more variation
than typically found between isolates from Africa (37), and
there was evidence of cross-reactivity as responses to 3D7
approached responses to T996. The peak responses 7 days
after administration of DDM-ME TRAP (arithmetic mean
and geometric mean of 609 and 423 SFC/106 PBMC, respectively) are in the middle of the range of ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT
responses in Oxford malaria-naive subjects to prime-boost regimens using the DNA, MVA, and FP9 vaccines encoding ME
TRAP reported previously by our group (27, 49). These studies
showed arithmetic means of between 158 and 1,609 SFC/106
PBMC and geometric means (previously unpublished data) of
65 to 703 SFC/106 PBMC. The same DDM-ME TRAP regimen in semi-immune adults in The Gambia resulted in geometric mean responses of 255 SFC/106 PBMC (29).
The ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT response induced by the
DDM-CS regimen was modest compared to the ME TRAP
regimen and peaked 1 week later than the ME TRAP regimen,
14 days after the final vaccination (i.e., the day of challenge),
with evidence of a prime-boost effect. A previous clinical trial
of three doses of the same DNA-CS vaccine (53) yielded responses using a different ex vivo ELISPOT protocol with a
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FIG. 4. Kaplan-Meier survival curves postchallenge. The survival
curves for each group are shown, with days to parasitemia representing
the number of days after experimental P. falciparum challenge that
each subject received a diagnosis of malaria. Six of six control subjects,
seven of eight group 1 DDM-ME TRAP subjects, and eight of eight
group 2 DDM-CS subjects were diagnosed with malaria. One group 1
subject, subject 405, did not develop malaria. There was a significant
delay to parasitemia for the DDM-ME TRAP group compared to
control subjects (P ⫽ 0.045 [log-rank test]) but not for the DDM-CS
group and the controls.
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in a similar protocol in Oxford, United Kingdom (57). In the
present study the DDM-ME TRAP group showed a delay to
parasitemia compared to the controls, as has previously been
reported for an extended regimen of the same vaccines,
DDDMM-ME TRAP (27). Such a delay represents evidence
of a reduction in parasites emerging from the liver (7, 42).
However, a recent, double-blind field efficacy trial in semiimmune adults in The Gambia of DDM-ME TRAP (29) did
not show significant efficacy against parasitemia, and the relationship between exposure to infectious bites, parasitemia, and
clinical endpoints are ongoing topics of exploration (43, 44).
The lack of efficacy seen in the DDM-CS group was disappointing. This may be because an insufficient magnitude of T-cell
response was generated, and in that respect our aim to evaluate
efficacy in the face of strong cellular immunity to the CS was not
achieved. Likewise, the vaccinations did not result in the induction of anti-CS repeat antibodies at the levels achievable by
RTS,S/AS02A (22, 46), and therefore, without evidence of either
a major cellular or humoral response, the lack of efficacy might be
predicted. This is in contrast to the evaluation of similar regimens
in mouse models, where a heterologous prime-boost with the CS
antigen results in the induction of T-cell responses, antibodies,
and efficacy against challenge (25, 38).
It is unclear why in the present study CS appeared to be an
inferior antigen to TRAP for the induction of cellular immunity and protection. The MVA-CS vaccine was administered at
two-thirds of the dose of MVA-ME TRAP for historical reasons (11), and this may have resulted in insufficient boosting.
However, a recent series of clinical trials in subjects receiving
two priming doses of fowlpox strain 9 (FP9) encoding CS,
followed by the same MVA-CS vaccine used in the present
study, showed little improvement in immunogenicity when the
MVA-CS was administered at a dose of 5 ⫻ 108 PFU compared to 108 PFU (51). High levels of anti-CS repeat antibody
responses are induced by RTS,S/AS02A, where the presence of
the hepatitis B surface antigen and the adjuvant ASO2A are
likely to contribute to the successful induction of anti-CS antibodies. Although CD4⫹ (23) and CD8⫹ (48) T-cell responses
have been reported after RTS,S/AS02A immunization, the cellular response after RTS,S/AS02A is lower than that induced
by prime-boost regimens encoding TRAP (27). It is possible
that the CS antigen induces significant regulatory T-cell activity that limits the effector response. For example, interleukin10-mediated immunosuppression induced by the polymorphic
immunodominant CD4⫹ T-cell epitope region, ThTR, of CS
has been described (34).
Future directions. The goal remains to assess efficacy of
these vaccines against malaria challenge in human subjects
with strong T-cell responses to CS. Future directions therefore
include looking into ways of improving cellular immunogenicity, including dose increases, variations in the dosing interval,
and the use of different vectors. In addition, the DDM-CS
regimen, with an increased interval between DNA and MVA
immunization, will be assessed in a semi-immune population in
Ghana; natural priming may result in higher final responses (P.
Bejon and A. V. S. Hill, unpublished data). The efficacy demonstrated here with the DDM-ME TRAP regimen needs to be
built upon. Assessing regimens delivering multiple major malaria proteins is the next step, and such studies are under way
(35). Ultimately, the simultaneous induction of high levels of
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longer incubation time (geometric mean of 24.5 SFC/106
PBMC) which are likely to be in a similar range as 28 days after
two doses of DNA-CS in the present study (geometric mean of
23 SFC/106 PBMC).
As expected, control subjects showed insignificant T-cell responses to both CS and TRAP peptide pools 7 and 90 days
after challenge. There was no evidence of boosting of the ex
vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT response by sporozoite challenge in
either vaccination group or in the control subjects. This is
compatible with previous challenge studies by our group (49, 51),
although boosting by sporozoite challenge has been seen after the
lower responses induced by DNA vaccination-only regimens (55).
This is an interesting issue, since boosting of vaccine responses by
natural exposure is highly desirable in the field. However, natural
exposure does not appear to be a powerful stimulus for T-cell
responses measured by ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT assay, since the
responses to TRAP or CS in adults in areas of endemicity are
low compared to the levels obtained in the present study (14,
29, 36). One week prior to the challenge ex vivo ELISPOT
responses for the DDM-ME TRAP regimen peaked at a geometric mean of 423 SFC/106 PBMC (range, 46 to 1,496), and a
week after challenge they had fallen to geometric mean of 47
SFC/106 PBMC (range, 1 to 318). The dynamics of the decline
in effector T cells from the peak response is not fully known, and
we do not have an unchallenged vaccinated group for comparison. The challenge may be having an impact on the rate of decline
of the response but is not powerful enough to boost such high
levels. It seems that we are trying to induce levels of T-cell responses that “beat nature,” and perhaps the ex vivo ELISPOT
responses achieved by vaccination with prime-boost strategies
exceed the levels that can show a benefit from a single episode of
parasitemia. Nevertheless, the contribution of the challenge to
functional subsets of T cells remains to be explored.
The presence of cultured ELISPOT responses in some subjects from both regimens 3 months after challenge suggests the
induction of T-cell memory. Unvaccinated control subjects in
previous studies using TRAP did not show such increases in
cultured ELISPOT responses postchallenge (20).
The pattern of antibody induction differed for TRAP and
CS. The DDM-ME TRAP regimen induced anti-TRAP antibodies, whose levels remained high 90 days after the challenge.
Anti-CS repeat region antibodies were boosted by the challenge, peaking 14 days later, and no such induction of antibodies or boost by challenge was seen for the control subjects.
There was no correlation between the antibody level on the
day of challenge and the number of days to parasitemia. Although direct comparison with assays reported by other groups
has not been possible, these antibody titers are likely to be low
in comparison to the levels induced by predominantly antibody-inducing vaccines such as RTS,S/AS02A (22).
Efficacy. The level of peak ex vivo IFN-␥ ELISPOT responses to TRAP at the DDM⫹7 time point correlated with
the number of days to parasitemia. One subject out of eight
was completely protected against sporozoite challenge. To our
knowledge, this is the first case of a regimen using a DNA
vaccine resulting in complete protection in an individual
against infectious challenge. A prime-boost regimen encoding
the same ME-TRAP insert but utilizing two doses of fowlpox
strain 9 ME-TRAP boosted by one dose of MVA ME-TRAP
has previously resulted in complete protection against malaria
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cellular immunity and antibodies is the most attractive approach to achieving the goal of improving the efficacy of vaccines against malaria.
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